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Abstncr. A new direct construction from a grammar to a realtime deterministic pushdown 
automaton is presented. The grammar is required to be in a special form, but the construction 
is more natural than previously known constructions. As a result the family of stack uniform 
strict deterministic languages can be characterized by a grammar fami!y 
1. Intmduction 
The realtime strict deterministic languages are exactly those .nat may be accepted 
by a deterministic pushdown automaton (DPDA) that works ;r, redtime and accepts 
by empty store. This family is km -wn to have decidable equv. Aence problem [S]. 
Harrison and Have1 gave 8 grammatical characterization of this family [5]. They 
provided a construction from a grammar in the family they introduced to a realtime 
DPDA. Their construction is indirect, however, and does not seem to preserve 
certain structural properties of the grammar. In this paper we present a new, more 
direct construction. The price we have to pay is the fact that thz new construction 
works only for a restricted form of grammars, but the grammar family is general 
enough to generate all realtime strict deterministic languages. 
The paper has 6 sections. The rest of this first section gives some basic definitions. 
In Section 2 we define our new family of uniform realtime stric: deterministic 
grammars and prove some: properties. Section 3 explains the ideas behind our 
construction and Section 4 gives a formal definition. Section 5 proves that the 
construction is well defined and correct. Finally Section 6 contains some conclusions: 
the construction is used to outline a grammatical characterization of stack uniform 
* A preliminary report on this research was presented at the 7th International Symposium on 
Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science, Zakopane, Poland, September 1978 [IO]. Some results 
hake also appeared in the second author’s Ph.D. thesis [12]. 
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strict deterministic languages 17, 111, and the size of the constructed DPDA is 
evaluated. 
We now briefly recal! some basic deenitions regarding context free grammars 
and DPDAs. We mostly use the notation of [4]. 
Definition 1.1. A context-free grammar (hereafter a grammar) G is a 4-tuple 
G = (VT 2, P, S) 
where V and 2 are two &phabets, C c V (letters in G and in N = V - C are called 
terminals and nontermirzals respectively), S E N and P is a finite relation, P c N x V* 
(the set of productions). 
As usual, we write A -+ (Y is in P instead of (A, CT) E Y. 
Definition 1.2. Let G = ( V, 5, P, S) be a grammar. We define a relation 
%K V* x V” as follows. For any ci, p E \I’*, Q’ I ,6 (read (Y directly derives ~3 ) if 
and only if 01 = cy IAq, /? = aIyoy~ and A + y is in P for some A EN and al, (Y?, 
y E V*. If (Y 1 E C” then this is a kftmost derivation and we write (t’ =+& ** (+:I 
is the reflexive transitive closure of 3(+,). 
The larrguage g:eizerated by G is the language 
Detinition 1.3 (2). A grammar G T= ( \’ , Z, P, S) is said to be in Gwihclt Normal 
Form (GNF) t without I-rules) itf P c K x 2N*. G is said to be in 2-sttldcard form 
if is is in GNF and A --, ~~uy in Y implies lg(y 1 s 2. (where lg(y) denotes the length 
of y.) 
We will also need to use the theory of strict deterministic grammars and languages, 
cf. [4, CJj. 
Definition 1.4. Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be a context-free grammar and let r be a 
partition of the set V of terminal and non-terminal letters of G. Such a partition 
7~ is called strict if and only if 
(i) LVE 7r, and 
!ii) for arq A, A’E N and cy, p, /YE C’* if ,4 -+ CU$, A’+ (u/3’ are in P and 
.-1’s A’ (mod 7) then r.ther 
ia) both p, p’ f .1 and “‘fi =“‘p’ (mod 7r) or 
tb) p = ,B’ = .I and A L= 14’, where ‘l’@ is the first symbol of 0. 
Definition 1.5. A context-free grammar G = ( V, Z, P, Sj is called strict deterministic 
if :lnd only if there exists a strict partition - of C’. A language L is called a sfricr 
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deferministic iunguage if and only if L = L(G ior some strict deterministic 
grammar G. 
In [6] it is shown that the set of strict partitions for a given grammar forms a 
semilattice under the meet operation. In pariicular every strict deterministic gram- 
mar has a unique minimal strict partition. 
It will also be necessary to have the terminology to deal with deterministic 
pushdown automata, cf. [4,6]. 
Definition 1.6. A deterministic pushdown automaton (abbreviated DPDA) is a 
7-tuple M = (Q, C, r, S, qO, &, F) where Q is a finite nonempty set. Z: and r are 
two alphabets, qo~ Q, Z. E r, F E Q and S is a partial function S: Q x C,, x r -Q Q x 
r* with the property that for any 9 E Q and 2 E r, S (9, ,l, 2) f 8 implies 6 (9, a, Z) = 
0 for all a C C. If for all 9 E Q and 2 E T; S(9, .l, 2) =8 then A4 is said to be a 
walthe DPDA. 
Next we must describe how a DPDA moves. 
Definition 1.7. Let M = (0.2, r, S, (fcl, .7 F 1 ie a DPDA. A configuration is a 
pair (9, cy ), 9 E Q, CY E f *. 
For each 9.9’ E 0, u E E.,, (L, fi E r”’ and 2 E f we write (9, cy.7) 2 (9’, ap! if and 
only if S(9, Q, 2) = (9’, p); read “nil moves from configuration (9, cZ) to configur- 
ation (9’. ~$3 1while reading a “. We extend this by writing 
(8 for each configuration c, c --* ‘c, and 
(ii) if c -2’ cl and cl -+%I-~ then c +x!‘2~p. 
We now endow a DPDA with an ability to define, or accept, a certain IaEguage 
over its input alphabet. The machines we are concerned with will accept by izmpty 
store and final state. 
Definition 1.8. Let M = (Q, 2, r, 8, y(,, Z,,, F). The language l..(M) urcepred by M 
is defined as follows: 
L(M 1 = {hi* EX* 1 ((I,,, 2,)) 4 (9, t ) for some 9 E F}. 
Next wc recall the standard construction of a grammar from a pushdown 
iiutomaton. In particular, a DPDA with a single final state is transformed into a 
strict deterministic grammar, as shown in [6]. 
Definition 1.9. Let 31 = (0 , C, l’, is, ~j~), Zo, {clr}l be a DPDA. We define the 
~wwr~id gr~lmm~lf G,$f for M as follows. Gxr = ( CT, C, P, S) where V = 
(Q x I’ x Q I L, 2+, S = 902(,9, and P is described below. For each CI E X1/(.4} 2, 
Z,. - - . , Zk E r, p, 9. q1. * * - 9 ~7~ E Q and k 2 1, 9Z9k + a y&9,91&92 * * l qk Izkqk 
isinPif (p,Z: - ~ZIZ,)~fi(9,u,Z).9Zp-,a isinPif @,.2kfi(q,a.Z~. 
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We also define the corresponding strict partition 7~0 as follows; For each A, 
B E V, A = B (mod no) if and only if either A, B EC or A = qZq’ and B =qZq” 
for some q, q’, 4” E 0 and 2 E K 
The construction of Definition 1.9 is general enough since every DPDA may be 
transformed into one with a single final state. 
2. Uniform realtime grammars 
Before we introduce the grammar family that is the subject of this paper we 
recall the grammatical characterization of realtime strict deterministic languages 
given in [S]. 
Definkion 2.1. Let G = (V, C, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar with minimal 
strict partition 7~. G is called reaitimc sfric!determinstic (or simply rcrnlfime) gmnmar 
if i+ c is J-free anii the following condition is satisfied for all A, A’, B, B’E N and 
CY, /3 E V*. Tf A -+cupandA’+tuB’&~einPandA~4’(modrrJthenp=.I. 
We are interested in a restricted family of realtime grammars in GNF. Intuitively, 
we pick up certain properties of canonical grammz i‘s obtained from realtime DPDAs 
so that the strict partition vO of Definition 1.9 obeys the condition preserlted below. 
Definition 2.2, Let G = (k , 2, f, S) be a context free grammar in GNF and TT a 
partition on V. TT is called WI&IPI~Z if and only if for all A, A’ E N, CI E 1, y, y’ E N” 
if A -+ ay, A’+ ny’ are in Y and A =A’ then lg(yj = lg(y’). 
Definition 2.3. Let C; = i V, X, P, S) be a context free grammar in GNF. G is called 
rsrtiforrrz rtdtiw if and onlv if there exists a partition 7~ of 1,’ which is both uniform , d 
and strict. 
Nok that if a strict partition is uniform, then so is the minimal strict partition 
for that gramrilar. Hence by Defnitivn 2.1 we can obtain the following result. 
‘The ct~nv~rc~ of I,cmma 2.1 does not hold irl gewral. nut for Z-standard form 
it is true. 
Proof. It is easy to show that the minimal strict partition TT of G = (C: X, P, S) is 
uniform. Let A -+ ny, -P’-+ ay’ be in P, A =A’ and 0 s lg(y I < Ig(y’j s 2. Then y z .I 
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by the strictness of w hence y E IV, y’ E NIV. But tk is clearly violates the realtime 
property of G. Cl 
The fact that the language families involved are equal follows by a simple 
automata oriented argument, exploiting the relationship betweer! uniform realtime 
grammars and realtime DPDAs. 
Theorem 2.1. A language is realtime strict deterministic if and only g it is generated 
by a &form realtime grammar. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, it remains to prove that every realtime strict deterministic 
language may be generated by a uniform realtime grammar. Theorem 2.2 of [5] 
shows that every such language is accepted by a realtime DPDA, and by Lemma 
3.1 of [6] we car1 restrict attention to machines with a single final state. Let us 
consider grammars constructed from such automata in Definition 1.0. Since no 
. 1 -moves are present G Af is in GNF. It is easy to see that the strict partition no is 
uniform. Indeed productions A + ay and A’-, ay’ for A =A’ correspond to the 
same move in the DPDA,sayS(q, a, 2) = (p, Zk l l l 211, where A = qZq’, A’ = @q” 
and lg( y) = lg( y’) = k. U 
It is worth noting that there are direct transformations yielding for any realtime 
grammar an equivalent uniform realtime grammar. The constructions designed in 
[lo] and [S] both convert the original grammar to a realtime grammar in 2-standard 
form. which is guaranteed to be uniform realtime by Lemma 2.2. 
The property of canonical realtime grammars is extended to derivations by the 
following technical result. 
Lemma 2.3. Let G = ( V, z‘, P, S, he a uniform realtime grammar. Let A, A’E N, 
A = A’ (mod 7r) &rere rr is the uniform strict partbon, and suppose x E X*, y, y’ E N* 
with A *t.~y, A ‘=$ xy’. Then lg( y) = Ig( y’). 
Proof.. An induction on Ig(s) (which is equal to the length of each of the deriva- 
tions). 
Basis : 1gt.u I= 0. Then y = A, y’ = A and indeed Ig(y ) = Igi y’). 
hductiorr Step: Assume the result holds for all X, Ig(x ) < n, n > 0. 
Let s E X”. Then we can write x = .I+, a E 2, x’ e C” ‘. The derivations in question 
may be factored as follows: 
where B --+ (ICY, B’+ clcu’~ P. Ey the extension of the properties of a strict partition 
(Lemma 2.2 in,&], also in [4]!, and since A =1>:_-’ x’By2, A +~s%‘B’y$, we have 
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B = B’ (mod v). By the induction hypothesis (applied to these same subderivations) 
lg(yz) = lg(&,) - 1 = lg(B’y$) - 1 = lg(y$). Finally, the definition of a uniform parti- 
tion applied to B -B czcy and B'+ ad in f, B = B' (mod V) implies lg(a) = lg(cu’). It 
follows that lg(l ) =T lg(a )i-lg~y~)=lg(@‘)+lg(y$)=lg(y’). Cl 
The above lemma, together with Theorem 2.1, represent a useful tool for proving 
certain languages not to be realtime strict deterministic. This is illustrated by the 
following theorem. While its original proof (cf. [S]) required a complicated applica- 
tion of the iteration theorem, our results allow a much simpler proof. 
Theorem 2.2. The laypage L = (a “6 ‘a *, a kb “c ” 1 k, n 2 I} is not realtime strict deter- 
ministiC. 
Proof* For the sake of contradiction assume that L is generated by a uniform 
realtime grammar G = ( C', Lr, P, S). Then for each vz 2 1 there exist (k,,,, /3,,, E A’* 
such that S =+F w “‘LY,~, +t n “‘bc and S +F a “‘p,,: +E CI “‘ba “I. Since G is in CINF wt 
have 1 s Ig(c~,,~ ) z-. 2. Hence by Lemma 2.3 1 c lg(&,) s 2. Let p be the cardinalitp of 
N u hN Then there are i, j such that 15 i < j s p + 1 and /3, = p,. Therefore &XI ’ 
is in I_ (G ) which is clearly a contradiction. E 
3. Realtime simulation of a uniform realtbne grammar: whal should the stack 
encode’! 
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If the next input symbol is cl E C, then two cases Lbxist. Either there exists a unique 
A = A, such that A + a (and no other A’ = Aj has a production of the form A’+ a/i? ), 
or there are some productions A, + a& with all pi, f *,I of equal size, and all first 
symbols in /3,, equivalent. In the first case we pop the stack and transmit, in the 
state, the information needed to exclude from the strings encoded in the stack 
those that do not conform to this particular A. (We need to remember more than 
just A, since previous stack symbols popped may have excluded some of the strings 
that conform to this A.) In the second case we replace the top stack symbol by 
lg(pi,) symbols representing all strings p,, with appropriate ‘linkage’ to what lies 
below. 
As an example consider the grammar with productions S -+ 
aAAA ]nABB IaBBA )aBAB, A + R IcB, B + b IcA. After reading, a, the stack 
represents (AAA, ABB, BAB, BBA}, its height is 3 and its top contains (A, B} 
and information linking it to the symbols below. If the next symbcJ is c, then the 
top (A, R} is replaced by {A, B} with different linkage informat,on as the stack 
must now encode {BAA, BBB, AAB, ABA). If the third input symhc! is b, we pop 
the stack, depositing in the state the linkage information required to note that of 
{&4, BB, AB, BA} now in the stack, only {AA, BB} is re,exant. Now an a appears 
in the input, and again we pop, transmitting in the state thp?l only {A) should now 
be represented in the stack. 
A careful analysis of the above example shows that it is na_:t enough to remember 
just sets of nonterminals in each stack symbol. We need tr. encode sets of related 
productions and the ‘position’ in the productions we have re><hed Similarlv, linkage 
information must be the next production to work on, for each production not% 
considered. Intuitif ely, if we have seen tcat’dx E E* and Thor: exists a derivation 
as in Fig. 1, then we are now working on C + byDi5, just I ;i;king at D, and when 
we arr: done with this production we must continue with .4 --, anB@ having just 
passed the B (assuming that /3 f -1). Note that all productions in B & WC are 
done with as soon as C --+ byDS is completed. Recall also that this is just one of 
many possible derivations (and productions) we are now working on, SO that sets 
of such encodings will have to be considered. 
4. A precise formulation of the consrruction 
We are now ready to formally describe our construction. Let G = ( V, C, P, S) be 
a uniform realtime grammar with P, a uniform strict partition. Augment the 
grammar as follows. Let S’, 4 be new symbols and let G’ = (V’, C’, P’, S’) with 
2“ = 2’ ti {(r}, C” = V J (9, S’}, P’ = PU {S’+ $S). Then 7~’ = n u ((S’}) is a uniform 
strict partition for 6”. G’ is used for technical reasons, but we will accept L(Gi 
rather than L(G’). We will use ,& to denote the block of rr containing Pk, A E IV. In 
particular, S’ = {S’}. 
As we described in Section 3, we need to encode the productions considered at 
each step of the computation. This leads to the following concept. 
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S 
by Dd . 
Ll 
X 
Fig. 1. A derivation tree. A suMr<e marked * denotes a derivation of arbitrary length (possibly 0). 
The set ~j‘carronictrl states for G is the set 
QG =([X,~]E~‘XUV”IA + ap is in P’ for some A E X, /3 E N*). 
(The subscript G wi;l be Ljmitted when no confusion may result.) when the machine 
is in state [X, (Y] it is working on all productions A + a@ in f, A E X, :tssuming it 
had already seen CL 
Stack letters will encoc!c sets of pairs of productions we are working on. as was 
explained in the previous section. In particular the cnrtonicd prrshio~vr dphht 
L-; will be the set of all partial functions Z from Q to Q. when Z is on top of the 
stack and Z([X, cy]) = [ Y, y] then after we see some @ E N* where .4 + cup is in P 
and A E X, we will go on to consider the productions (and positions) indicated by 
] I’, yJ. Z([X, CY]) undefined means that we cannot be working on [X, CL] now. 
As an example consider the derivation of Fig. 1, when the +machine have ahead) 
Seen rra~~iY7.r E . z’* Then the machine is in state [c, by]. Moreover, if j3 f . t then 
the top s = Ig(DFi) sy-t~bols of the stack are ZI‘ ’ where Z\[c, till = [A, wB] for 
each (.7’+ H in P, C’ = C. 2 is undefined elsewhere. I is the identity function. 
C’<)mpare this with the explanation at the end of Section 3. 
+Wnents 2 of I’ will bc written as the corresponding sets of pairs (p, q) in Q x Q. 
The next technical tool will be used to carry out the proper linkage in stack 
ccmtcnts according to the information transmitted through states. For any 2 E I 
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and q = [X, cu] in 0 we define 
Z.q={([A,Pl,p)~QxQJ([x,cuAl,p)~ - andA+inP’}. 
2.q may be viewed as a composition of two partial functions 2 and fs, where f4 
maps any [Y, P]E Q to [X, aA] provided A -, p is in P for some A E Y. By the 
strictness of n’ there is at most one such A, hencef, and also 2.q are partial functions. 
We can now construct our realtime DPDA. Let M = (4, Z, r, 6, 90, I, {Q}) where 
q. = [s’, $1, qr = [s’, #S] and for each q E Q, a E C and 2 E r the value of S(y, a, 2) is 
defined below. 
Let q = [X, a]. If there are A E N, 0 E IV* such that [X, (YA] E Q and A + ap is 
in P, then for /r = lg(B) we have 
(Z.q([A, a]), A) if k = 0, 
S(q, a, 2) = 
([A, a], Z,qIk-‘) if k > 0. 
5. Correctness of the construction 
Before we can discuss the correctness of this construction we must insure that 
it is well defined: 
Lemma 5.1. For arIp uniform grammar G, the object M described in the precious 
section is a rveN defirted realtime DPDA. 
Proof. We only need to show that M is deterministic. Since it is realtime by 
definition, we need only verify that the set S(q, a, 2) contains at most one element 
for each q E Q, a E 2, 2 E r. Let cl = [X, C-Y] and assume there are A, A’E N, p, 
113% .W* such that [X, aA]. [X, crA’]~ Q and A + a& A’+ afl’ are in P. Then for 
some B, B’E X, y, y’~ Iv* we have B + cuAy, B’+ uA’y’ in P. From the strictness 
of z’ it follows that ‘4 =A’ (mod &), so that A = A’. Since 7~’ is uniform we then 
conclude that lg(p ) = g#‘). 
Thus the moves of M based on A + a/3 and A’ --* a/3’ are identical. I3 
Next we prove correctness. 
Theorem 5.1. Let G be a um’form realtime grammar. Tlten M, constructed ahoue, 
is a realtim DPDA accqti~lg L(G) by empty store. 
Proof. The result will follow from the next claim. 
ClrGn. For~verq.ZE~,q,[X,cr]EQ,andrc~E~’,([X,cu],Z)-+n’(q,.l),ifandon1y 
if there exists A E N such that [X, ~uA]E Q, q = Z([X, CIA]) and A +” II*. 
Proof of the claim. Nk proceed by an induction on I&N- ). 
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Basis : w = a EC. Since M is realtime <LX, cu], Zj+” (4, ~1) if‘ and only if 
S([X, 0 I, a, a = (4, A). By definition of S this is true if and only if q = 
z[X, Q I([& ~13, w h ere A E IV, [X, CYA]E Q and A + a i: in P. This completes the 
proof of the basis since Z.[X, a]([& a]) = Z([X, aA]) by the definition of Z.[X, a]- 
InducCon step: We assume the result holds for all w’ E S’, lg( w’) 6 p for some 
p a 1. Now consider w E C” where Ig( w ) = p -t 1 > 1. Then ([X, cu], 2) 2 (4, A) if 
and only if there exist m>O, a EC, ~1, ~2,. . l , w,,E~+, 7 -I****3 z,,, E r. 
PfJ, - - * , ~,,,EQ such that S([X,rw],a,Z)=(po,Z,,;“,Z1), for each i, lsisrn 
(/J- l,z)-+R’8 (pi, A), p,,, = q and w = aw 1 l l l w ,,,. By definition of 6 this is true if 
and only if p. = [A, a], Z,,, =Z.[X, cu], Z1 = 8 9 l = Z,,,_. 1 = I, where A -,a/3 is in 
P, Ig(Q) = HZ and [IX, CYA] is in Q. To continue, we need the following subclaim. 
Pro~~o~&e subclaim. By induction on i. The basis, i = 0, is trivial. We now assume 
the result holds for some-i, 0 -: i < ttz --. I, so that p, =‘ [/i, trB1 - l * B, ]. By the inductive 
hypothesis of the main claim (p,, I) -Co I (pt ,I, .U if and only if there exists R, + 1 E X, 
p, . f = [([A, nB1 m . . B, + Jb = [A, a& - - a B, + *] and R, + l 3% IV:. 1. Combming this 
with the inductive hypothesis complctcs the proc7f of the subclaim. 
6, Conclusions 
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and 6(q), (1, 2’) = (p’, 7’) implies /g(y) = Ig(y’). A language L E C* is called stack 
urCforrn strict determirzistic if it is accepted by some stack uniform DPDA (by empty 
store). 
Stack uniform strict deterministic languages are interesting because they have 
decidable inclusion problem [7] whereas even for the family of simple deterministic 
languages this problem is undecidable [ 11. 
The following definition is the basis for an alternative characterization of stack 
uniform strict deterministic languages. 
: Definition 6.2. A context free grammar G = (t’, C, P, S) in GNF is said to be length 
wiforrn if (Z, N) is a uniform partition. G is called length uniform strirt deterministic 
if it is both length uniform and strict deterministic. 
Note that for a grammar with strict partition rr to be length uniform strict 
deterministic, we must have lg(y) = lg(.y’) whenever A + y and A’+ y’ are in P, 
even if A + A’ (mod z). Thus the family of length uniform strict deterministic 
grammars is a proper subfamily of the uniform realtime grammars. 
The following result immediately follows from the construct& of Section 4 (and 
from Definition 1 .?L Details may be found m [ 111. 
Proposition 6.1 should point out that our new construction, unlike that of [S], 
preserves the structure of the grammar in the same way the structure of a DPDA 
is reflected in the grammar constructed frorrl it as in [5]. 
The result &>f Proposition 6.1 is extendeL :;;I [l 13 where it is shown that the family 
of stack uniform strict deterministic languages coincides with the following two 
families: those generated bv length uniform grammars, and those accepted by 
nondc:erministic stack uniform pushdown automata by empty store. 
At the conclusion, it should be pointed out that the size (state-symbol product) 
of the automaton constructed in Section 4 can grow exponentially with respect to 
the size of the underlying grammar. In fact, the number of states is bounded by a 
polynomial, but the stack alphabet may be very large. Sinct strict deterministic 
grammars have been shown in [f;] to yield DPDAs of polynomial size (but not 
Lvorking in rcaltimcl, one can ask whether our construction may be improved in 
terms of its size. Unfortunately, the speed of the computation of a reaitime DPDA 
can bc gained only by increasing the size of the machine. We now show that 
cxponcntial size is necessary in some instances. 
Consider a family of uniform realtime grammars G,, = ( l/n, C,, RI, 9, 11 2 1 
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productions 
S+cAi lSiW2, 
Ai + ap4i lai,j6n,i#j. 
Ai+bi 1GiS’n. 
Theorem 6.1. Let M = (Q, C, f, 8, 40, 20, F) be a realtime DPDA accepting L(G, A 
nal. Then lQl*Ir’l32”-1. 
Proof. Each string w E c(uI, . . . , a,,}* defines a set x (IV) of all i, 1 s i d n such that 
u, appears in w. By the definition of L(G,), wbj E L(G,) if and only j ti x(w). Since 
M pops at most one stack symbol in a single move, and acceptance is by empty 
stack, we can observe that for each w, if x (w ) E { 1, . . . , n) and (90, &) 3” (4, y ) 
then lg(y) = 1. Hence if 10; l If I< 2” - 1, there must exist w 1, 143 with x (w 1) # x (nez) 
that take n/r to the same configuration (y, 2). Without loss of generality, we can 
assume there is some i E x (w J such that j & x (~2). Hence (q~, 20) --, w2 (4, 2) +hl (f. _ i ) 
for some f E F. But then we get (40, 2,) _*“‘I (q, Z) + “~(f, .I) contradicting the fact 
that wlbj$L(G,,)* U 
Intuitively for I;nguages L(G,) a realtime DPDA cannot use its stack, and is 
therefore reduced to a finite automaton. 
the exponential gitp between the size of a DPDA and the size of a realtime 
DPDA is a new instance of a known property - the trade off between the siz: of 
a description of a language, and the simplicity of the model. Mart- CUT this can be 
found in 133. 
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